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Agenda item 87: The scope and application of the principle of universal jurisdiction
(continued)

Agenda item 147: Administration of justice at the United Nations
In the absence of Mr. Biang (Gabon), Mr. Luna (Brazil), Vice-Chair, took the Chair.

The meeting was called to order at 10.10 a.m.

Agenda item 87: The scope and application of the principle of universal jurisdiction (continued)
(A/73/123 and A/73/123/Add.1)

1. Mr. Irimia Arosemena (Panama) said that his delegation welcomed the ongoing discussions on universal jurisdiction, the exercise of which could facilitate access to justice for victims of crimes that threatened international peace and security. However, in order to prevent improper use of such jurisdiction, it was important to reach consensus on a precise definition of the concept. In particular, the difference between universal jurisdiction and extraterritorial jurisdiction should be clarified. It was also important to continue compiling evidence on the existence, or the non-existence, of norms that supported the exercise of universal jurisdiction against the perpetrators of the most serious international crimes and to determine whether such norms were customary or treaty-based. In addition, the topic of universal jurisdiction could not be discussed in isolation from the relevant aspects of international criminal law. Correct interpretation of the scope and the limits of States’ rights and obligations would facilitate the proper application of universal jurisdiction without infringing the rights of other States or of accused persons.

2. Discussions on the application and scope of universal jurisdiction should be approached from a technical perspective and should not be influenced by political considerations. For that reason, and also because the international community had made little progress on the topic thus far, his delegation was of the view that it should remain on the long-term programme of work of the International Law Commission. As a technical body, the Commission could help to advance the Sixth Committee’s work on the topic, which was of crucial importance in the fight against impunity.

3. Ms. Weiss (Israel) said that her delegation considered the decision by the International Law Commission to include the topic of universal criminal jurisdiction in its long-term programme of work to be premature and counterproductive. Universal jurisdiction should continue to be addressed within the Sixth Committee for several reasons. First, while it was unquestionably important to ensure that the perpetrators of the most serious crimes of international concern were brought to justice, all too often universal jurisdiction was used primarily to advance a political agenda or to attract media attention, rather than to promote the rule of law. It was therefore better for States to continue deliberations on the topic within the Sixth Committee, which operated on the basis of consensus.

4. In addition, identifying State practice in relation to universal jurisdiction presented a major challenge because the vast majority of the relevant legal data – including on the types of complaints filed, the identity of the States that received such complaints and the manner in which they were handled – remained confidential. There was thus a significant risk that reliance on publicly available material, which was the only material available to the International Law Commission, would present a distorted picture of State practice and provide a poor basis for proper legal analysis.

5. Moreover, the Commission’s work on the closely related topics of crimes against humanity, peremptory norms of general international law (jus cogens) and immunity of State officials from foreign criminal jurisdiction might overlap with and influence its work on universal jurisdiction. Only after the Commission’s work on those topics was completed would it be appropriate and beneficial to consider the question of the proper forum for the study of universal jurisdiction.

6. As her delegation had stated before, it was necessary to be sure that the principle of subsidiarity was honoured and that universal jurisdiction mechanisms were used only as a last resort. Moreover, her delegation warned against the potential for political abuse of universal jurisdiction mechanisms and stressed the importance of adopting safeguards against such unacceptable abuse.

7. Mr. Nguyen Nam Duong (Viet Nam) said that universal jurisdiction should be defined and applied in keeping with the principles enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations and in international law, including sovereign equality of States, non-interference in the internal affairs of other States and the immunity of State officials. Only the most serious international crimes should be subject to universal jurisdiction, and it should apply only as a last resort and as a complement to the exercise of national or territorial jurisdiction by a State with a stronger link to the crimes. Furthermore, universal jurisdiction should be exercised by a State only when the alleged perpetrator was present in its territory, and only after the possibility of extradition had been discussed with the State in which the crime had occurred and with the alleged perpetrator’s State of nationality, subject to the principle of dual criminality.

8. His Government viewed universal jurisdiction as an important tool for combating the most serious crimes and preventing impunity. Its Criminal Code as amended
in 2015 provided for universal jurisdiction in the case of certain crimes, in accordance with the international treaties to which Viet Nam was a party. Viet Nam had thus demonstrated its commitment to ensuring that perpetrators of the most serious international crimes were brought to justice and that the rule of law was upheld at the national and international levels.

9. To ensure that universal jurisdiction was exercised in good faith and in an impartial manner, his delegation supported the development of common standards relating to its scope and application. It also believed that the Committee’s discussions would benefit from a review of the decisions and judgments of the International Court of Justice and the relevant work of the International Law Commission in order to help settle unresolved issues regarding the definition, scope and application of the principle, the list of serious international crimes subject to universal jurisdiction and the conditions for its application.

10. Mr. Phiri (Zambia) said that, although views on the definition of universal jurisdiction varied and its scope was still under consideration, it was generally agreed that, where specific criteria were satisfied, serious crimes clearly prohibited under international law should be subject to universal jurisdiction under customary international law. The aim of universal jurisdiction was to promote global accountability by bringing perpetrators to justice. It placed an obligation on countries, and gave them the latitude, to punish serious crimes and to prevent their territories from being used as de facto safe havens for the perpetrators of such crimes. The exercise of universal jurisdiction was particularly important where countries with links to the crime were unable or unwilling to investigate and prosecute the perpetrators.

11. The international community could not rely on the goodwill of States to guarantee the prosecution of perpetrators of atrocious crimes such as genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, slavery and torture. An appropriate legal framework that compelled or empowered countries either to extradite or to prosecute was needed. All Member States should therefore ensure that the provisions of relevant treaties were incorporated into their domestic law and/or enact or expand universal jurisdiction statutes.

12. Zambia had ratified and domesticated a number of treaties, including the Southern African Development Community Protocols on Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters and on Extradition and the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime. Steps were also being taken to incorporate the principle of universal jurisdiction into national laws, such as the new anti-terrorism law of 2018, which covered cases where there was no extradition agreement in force between Zambia and the other State concerned. His Government was also willing to enter into cooperation agreements with foreign authorities and law enforcement agencies in order to ensure that the perpetrators of terrorist acts were brought to justice. It had commenced the process of drafting a bill to incorporate the provisions of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court into Zambian law, which would contribute to cooperation in curbing international crimes. His delegation urged States to enhance the application of the principle of universal jurisdiction as a complement to national criminal jurisdiction. It also encouraged further cooperation between the United Nations and the International Criminal Court.

13. Of course, the constraints of realpolitik and the restrictions of diplomacy sometimes made it difficult to implement universal jurisdiction. The inconsistent and sometimes unpredictable manner in which universal jurisdiction had been applied had caused friction among States, especially when its application appeared to be politically motivated and to target particular countries or types of countries, or where there was an apparent abuse of legal processes or a subjective interpretation of customary international law. Selective application of universal jurisdiction could prove counterproductive and undermine the fight against impunity.

14. The question of whether sitting Heads of State and Government and other high-level officials might be subject to prosecution in the International Criminal Court, in special tribunals or in the courts of other countries or territories remained unresolved, particularly where the country concerned was not a party to the Rome Statute. The decision of the African Union in January 2018 to request, through the General Assembly, an advisory opinion from the International Court of Justice on the relationship between articles 27 and 98 of the Rome Statute was therefore timely and would, he hoped, yield a final resolution to the question of whether Heads of State of non-party States were immune from arrest by States parties to the Rome Statute.

15. While there could be merit in a study of the topic by the International Law Commission, the Sixth Committee should not relinquish its responsibility to address and resolve questions relating to universal jurisdiction.

16. Ms. Gaye (Senegal) said that her Government had incorporated the principle of universal jurisdiction into its domestic law in 2007. In addition, Senegal was a party to several international instruments that dealt with
matters that might give rise to the exercise of universal jurisdiction.

17. Questions remained about universal jurisdiction, particularly concerning the type of crimes it covered. In order to ensure that collective efforts to implement it would not be undermined by concerns regarding its scope and its potential misuse, it must be exercised in good faith, not in a selective manner, and in line with the principles of international law, including State sovereignty, non-interference in the internal affairs of States and the sovereign equality of States. Complementarity, too, should come into play, meaning that universal jurisdiction could be exercised only when States could not or would not investigate or prosecute the alleged perpetrators of crimes. Domestic courts had the primary responsibility to carry out investigations or prosecutions of crimes committed by their nationals, on their territory or in other places under their jurisdiction.

18. While noting the inclusion of the topic in the long-term programme of work of the International Law Commission, her delegation hoped that the Sixth Committee would continue its discussions on universal jurisdiction. In order to take account of all concerns and ensure credibility in the application of universal jurisdiction, the Committee’s debate should be oriented towards reaching consensus on a definition of the concept and on its scope.

19. Ms. Kalb (Austria) said that her delegation supported the concept of universal jurisdiction as part of the common fight against impunity for international crimes. However, a considerable amount of confusion continued to surround the concept. An in-depth academic analysis would help to avoid misunderstandings and would serve to inform a thorough discussion of the topic within the Sixth Committee. Her delegation therefore welcomed the decision by the International Law Commission to include the topic “Universal criminal jurisdiction” in its long-term programme of work and encouraged the Commission to take into consideration in its deliberations the relevant work of the Sixth Committee and the views of Member States. As to the outcome of the Commission’s work, her delegation would favour the development of guidelines to assist States.

20. It was necessary to arrive at a definition of the concept of universal jurisdiction and to elucidate its scope. The Commission should examine all the different forms of jurisdiction, including jurisdiction to legislate, to adjudicate and to enforce, and should also consider the limits of those forms of jurisdiction. For example, it was her Government’s view that jurisdiction to adjudicate should be confined to trials in the presence of the accused and that jurisdiction to enforce judgments delivered by a State exercising universal jurisdiction should be limited by considerations relating to the sovereignty of other States.

21. Universal criminal jurisdiction, as exercised by States on the basis of either a treaty or customary international law, had to be clearly distinguished from the jurisdiction of international courts and tribunals, such as the International Criminal Court and the international criminal tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and for Rwanda. Universal jurisdiction must also be considered separately from the issue of immunity of State officials.

22. Mr. Al-Sugair (Saudi Arabia) said that the principle of universal jurisdiction had been formulated with the laudable objective of fighting impunity. However, it was too early for the principle to be enshrined in international law. Clear standards and mechanisms had yet to be put in place in order to apply the principle and define its scope. Many Member States, including his own, had drawn attention to other formal and substantive obstacles to its application, notably the principles set forth in the Charter of the United Nations and international law, such as the immunity of foreign officials and the sovereign equality of States … Any attempt to apply universal jurisdiction without regard for those principles would be counterproductive and would leave the door open for politicization. Similarly, any national law that was inconsistent with the Charter and international law deserved condemnation. The enormous diversity in the way judicial proceedings were conducted under the domestic laws of States also constituted an obstacle to the application of the principle.

23. His delegation noted the decision by the International Law Commission to include the topic of universal crime jurisdiction in its long-term programme of work but was of the view that further study within the Sixth Committee was needed in order to define the scope and application of the principle of universal jurisdiction. It therefore called on all Member States to continue exploring ways to apply universal jurisdiction in keeping with the Charter and the principles of international law, in order to achieve their shared goal of finding an effective way to combat impunity.

24. Mr. Jaiteh (Gambia) said that his Government categorically rejected any form of impunity and accepted the principle of universal jurisdiction as enshrined in the Constitutive Act of the African Union. It was concerned, however, about the prevailing uncertainty regarding the scope and application of
universal jurisdiction and about its abuse. Indeed, it had been abuse of the principle that had originally prompted the Group of African States to request the inclusion of the topic in the agenda of the General Assembly. Invoking universal jurisdiction where it was not necessary could infringe on State sovereignty and thereby undermine the peace and security of States.

25. His delegation recognized universal jurisdiction as a principle of international law and called for clear guidance as to which crimes met the threshold for the exercise of such jurisdiction. It took note of the view, expressed by many delegations, that the purpose of universal jurisdiction was to ensure that individuals who committed grave offences, such as war crimes, genocide and crimes against humanity, did not enjoy impunity. In the application of universal jurisdiction, it was important to respect other norms of international law, including the sovereign equality of States, the territorial jurisdiction of States and the immunity of State officials. His delegation called upon all States to work together with a view to adopting measures to put an end to the abuse and political manipulation of universal jurisdiction.

26. The decision by the International Law Commission to place the topic on its long-term programme of work seemed to be aimed at ending the deadlock in the Sixth Committee’s discussions on the matter and providing a way forward. Nevertheless, the topic remained of keen interest to African Member States, and it should remain on the agenda of the Committee in order to ensure full deliberations on the outstanding issues.

27. Mr. Coulibaly (Mali) said that universal jurisdiction was a fundamental tool for ensuring punishment in cases of serious violations of international law, such as those that continued to be committed by terrorist groups and drug traffickers. It was, however, important to define universal jurisdiction and to clarify its scope and application. The principles of sovereign equality of States, non-interference in their internal affairs and immunity of State officials, especially Heads of State and Government, must be respected in the exercise of such jurisdiction.

28. In line with its international commitments, Mali had put in place a national legal framework to reinforce the fight against terrorism, including through the punishment of perpetrators and the protection of victims. In that connection, he welcomed the historic decision of the International Criminal Court to convict the Malian terrorist Ahmad Al Faqi Al Mahdi for the destruction of mausoleums and historical sites in Timbuktu during the occupation of the northern part of the country by terrorists in 2012. His Government would continue to honour its national and international commitments to universal and independent justice.

29. Mr. Gumende (Mozambique) said that the question of the application of universal jurisdiction was of great importance to all Member States and was of particular concern to the African States. His delegation considered it inappropriate for individual States to attempt to apply the principle until an international consensus on the matter had been reached, since unilateral application of universal jurisdiction could disrupt the internationally accepted legal system. Universal jurisdiction should be exercised only after the international community had established the criteria for its application, determined its compatibility with the Charter of the United Nations and other relevant instruments of international law and identified the crimes that could be subject to universal jurisdiction and the circumstances in which they could be invoked. Universal jurisdiction could be considered legitimate only if it was exercised with respect for the principles of the sovereign equality of all States, non-interference in the internal affairs of States and the immunity of State officials, in particular Heads of State.

30. His Government strongly condemned the application of universal jurisdiction for political motives or reasons other than those allowed under international law. However, it could be an important tool for the prosecution of perpetrators of certain serious crimes, such as those related to the slave trade, trafficking in human beings, air and maritime piracy, terrorism and related acts, abduction, organized crime and genocide. His Government would never condone impunity and stood ready to share experiences and best practices on the issue with other Member States.

31. Mr. Nasimfar (Islamic Republic of Iran) said that the rationale for universal jurisdiction appeared to be that certain particularly grave crimes must be considered as being committed against the community of nations as a whole rather than against a specific State and that, in order to avoid impunity, the accused should be prosecuted in the country of arrest, regardless of where the crime had been committed. While the existence of the principle of universal jurisdiction was not disputed, Member States did not have a common legal and conceptual understanding of universal jurisdiction or of the crimes to which it could be applied. In particular, views on the intersection between universal jurisdiction and the immunities of certain high-ranking officials varied. In addition, national laws varied in terms of which crimes were subject to universal jurisdiction.
32. An expansion of the list of crimes considered to be subject to universal jurisdiction would not be compatible with the purposes of such jurisdiction. Furthermore, as indicated by several of the judges of the International Court of Justice in the case concerning the Arrest Warrant of 11 April 2000 (Democratic Republic of the Congo v. Belgium), conferring jurisdiction upon the courts of every State in the world to prosecute such crimes would risk creating judicial chaos. Moreover, the majority of the judges had indicated that the application of universal jurisdiction in absentia was unknown to conventional international law. Whatever the source of universal jurisdiction, its selective application could prejudice such cardinal principles of international law as equal sovereignty of States and immunity of State officials from foreign criminal jurisdiction. His Government viewed universal jurisdiction as a treaty-based exception in the exercise of criminal jurisdiction. It should not replace territorial jurisdiction, which was central to the principle of sovereign equality of States, and it should be asserted only for the most heinous crimes. Its application to less serious crimes could call its legitimacy into question.

33. As Member States had yet to develop a common understanding of the concept of universal jurisdiction, it would not be advisable for the International Law Commission to take up the topic at the current stage. Continued deliberations in the Sixth Committee would give Member States an opportunity to consider the various aspects of universal jurisdiction with a view to identifying its scope and the limits of its application and preventing any inappropriate use of such jurisdiction.

34. Mr. Bawazir (Indonesia), noting that the Committee’s discussions on universal jurisdiction had become all the more important in the light of current humanitarian crises, said that it was critical to close legal gaps in order to end impunity and protect the rights of victims. Lack of clarity as to the scope and application of universal jurisdiction could lead to inappropriate and even abusive application of domestic law in respect of foreign nationals and could undermine fundamental principles of international law, such as that of immunity of State officials from foreign criminal jurisdiction. A cautious approach was therefore required. Without clear guidance and agreement on the scope and application of the principle of universal jurisdiction, the necessary cooperation between States to ensure investigation and prosecution would not occur and conflict could be triggered between the State of nationality of the perpetrator and the State applying universal jurisdiction.

35. Universal jurisdiction should be exercised with full respect for the principles enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations, including those of good faith, sovereign equality of States and territorial integrity. Universal jurisdiction should also be complementary to national and territorial jurisdiction and should be exercised only on an exceptional basis, when the State where the crime had been committed or the State of nationality of the perpetrator was unable or unwilling to exercise its jurisdiction. Accordingly, it was important to improve the capacity of States to ensure the investigation and prosecution of the gravest crimes.

36. In order to prevent abuses in the application of universal jurisdiction, its scope must be limited to the most heinous crimes. The principle of universal jurisdiction must also be distinguished from the obligation to extradite or prosecute, which was often broader in scope. Universal jurisdiction had long been recognized and applied in respect of piracy, but few States had provided for its application in respect of other crimes. His delegation supported the Secretariat’s efforts to gather information on relevant State practice and opinio juris. It also supported continued discussion on universal jurisdiction within the Sixth Committee and was of the view that it would be premature for the International Law Commission to take up the topic.

37. Mr. Nyan Lin Aung (Myanmar) said that, despite the efforts of the Sixth Committee, there was still no international consensus on the definition and scope of the principle of universal jurisdiction, the conditions under which it might be exercised and the procedure for its application. The absence of such a consensus created the potential for abusive application of universal jurisdiction by some States or groups of States, which would undermine established rules and principles of international law, including the principles enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations. Selectivity and manipulation in the application of the principle of universal jurisdiction could transform it into a political instrument rather than a legal mechanism.

38. Universal jurisdiction must be complementary to existing bases of jurisdiction recognized under international law, especially nationality and territoriality. The main responsibility for the exercise of criminal jurisdiction lay with the State where the crime had taken place. In addition, the national sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independence of every State must be strictly respected. His delegation shared the concern expressed by many others about the implications of the application of universal jurisdiction for the immunity of State officials.

39. Ms. Mōnōko (Lesotho) said that the principle of universal jurisdiction was an integral part of international law that enabled the dispensation of justice.
in places where it would otherwise be unimaginable. However, the definition of the principle itself was not the issue before the Committee. The topic had been placed on its agenda with the sole aim of determining the scope and application of universal jurisdiction in the wake of abuses thereof. It was her delegation’s hope that the deliberations on the topic would return to a focus on the real issues before the Committee.

40. If applied appropriately, universal jurisdiction was an effective way to combat impunity internationally, but if abused it could endanger international law and security. Her delegation repudiated such abuse, which was contrary to the principles of sovereign equality and independence of States. It was essential to avoid arbitrary or selective application of the principle of universal jurisdiction. Her delegation noted in that regard the oft-repeated criticism of universal jurisdiction, namely that it was open to misuse by States to usurp the sovereignty of other States, particularly African States. Her delegation further drew attention to the various resolutions of the African Union expressing grave concerns about misuse of the principle of universal jurisdiction in violation of the immunity of State officials.

41. Ms. Kremžar (Slovenia), Vice-Chair, took the Chair.

42. Mr. Luna (Brazil) said that, as a basis for jurisdiction, universal jurisdiction was of an exceptional nature compared with the more consolidated principles of territoriality and nationality. Although the exercise of jurisdiction was primarily the responsibility of the State concerned in accordance with the principle of the sovereign equality of States, combating impunity for the most serious crimes was an obligation set out in numerous international treaties. Universal jurisdiction should be exercised only in full compliance with international law; it should be subsidiary to domestic jurisdiction and limited to specific crimes; and it must not be exercised arbitrarily or in order to fulfil interests other than those of justice.

43. A shared understanding of the scope and application of universal jurisdiction was necessary in order to avoid its improper or selective application. In that connection, his delegation reiterated the need for the Committee’s working group on the topic to take an incremental approach in its discussions. The working group should continue to seek an acceptable definition of the concept and could also consider the kinds of crimes to which such jurisdiction would apply, as well as its subsidiary nature.

44. His delegation welcomed the decision by the International Law Commission to include the topic of universal criminal jurisdiction in its long-term programme of work and encouraged the Commission to move the topic to its current programme of work as early as possible. Simultaneous discussion of universal jurisdiction by the Commission and the Sixth Committee would offer an opportunity to revitalize the relationship between the two bodies. The General Assembly might request the Commission to provide a legal analysis on specific questions and report back at the following session. It might, for example, ask the Commission to consider whether, for universal jurisdiction to be applied, the consent of the State where a crime had taken place or the presence of the alleged criminal in the territory of the State wishing to exercise jurisdiction were required. One of the most contentious issues was how to reconcile universal jurisdiction with the jurisdictional immunities of State officials. At the current stage of discussion, it would be premature for either the Committee or the Commission to consider the adoption of uniform international standards on the matter.

45. Under Brazilian law, the principles of territoriality and nationality were recognized as bases for exercising criminal jurisdiction. The country’s courts could exercise universal jurisdiction over the crime of genocide and other crimes, such as torture, which Brazil had a treaty obligation to suppress. Under Brazilian law, it was necessary to enact national legislation to enable the exercise of universal jurisdiction over a specific type of crime; such jurisdiction could not be exercised on the basis of customary international law alone.

46. Ms. Ighil (Algeria) said that, while the international community had a shared responsibility to seek justice and combat heinous crimes, abuse of the principle of universal jurisdiction undermined efforts to prevent impunity and affected the credibility of international law. Her Government wished to register its concern about the selective, politically motivated and arbitrary application of universal jurisdiction without due regard for international justice and equality. It was important to recall, in that connection, that the African Heads of State and Government had condemned the selective application of universal jurisdiction to African States, especially by the International Criminal Court, which had focused almost exclusively on Africa while ignoring unacceptable situations in other parts of the world.

47. Universal jurisdiction must be exercised in good faith, with due respect for basic principles of international law, including the sovereign equality of States, political independence and non-interference in the internal affairs of States. It should be considered a complementary mechanism and a measure of last resort; it could not override the right of a State’s national courts
to try crimes committed in the national territory. Furthermore, the immunities granted to Heads of State and Government and other senior officials under international law must be respected. A cautious approach should be taken in any discussion of immunity, given the sensitive nature of the issue. At the request of the Group of African States, the agenda of the General Assembly now included an item entitled “Request for an advisory opinion from the International Court of Justice on the consequences of legal obligations of States under different sources of international law with respect to immunities of Heads of State and Government and other senior officials”.

48. Her delegation, while noting the decision by the International Law Commission to include the topic of universal criminal jurisdiction in its long-term programme of work, was of the view that the Committee’s working group should further consider whether it was timely and appropriate to refer the topic of universal jurisdiction to the Commission. The Committee’s deliberations should focus on the scope and definition of universal jurisdiction and on the identification of clear rules for its application.

49. **Mr. Luna (Brazil), Vice-Chair, resumed the Chair.**

50. **Mr. Islam (Bangladesh)** said that a pragmatic approach was needed in order to prevent the possible abuse of universal jurisdiction for political reasons. Such jurisdiction could be asserted in prosecuting the most serious international crimes, but it should not supplant other jurisdictional bases such as territoriality and nationality. The information in the Secretary-General’s report (A/73/123 and A/73/123/Add.1) revealed the broad range of crimes that States considered to be subject to universal jurisdiction and the international legal instruments referred to by Governments in that connection. It was important to continue to share information on national laws and practices and the evolution thereof. His delegation supported the suggestion put forward by the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries that consideration be given to the establishment of a mechanism to monitor the application of universal jurisdiction (see A/C.6/73/SR.10), possibly under the aegis of the working group. That suggestion could be discussed during the intersessional period, particularly in view of the lack of consensus on referring the topic of universal jurisdiction to the International Law Commission. His delegation also noted the work of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) to monitor and support developments in national courts, especially in relation to grave breaches of international humanitarian law. Bangladesh was open to further discussions with ICRC in that regard.

51. **Mr. Abdullahi** (Nigeria) said that his Government recognized the importance of universal jurisdiction – a cardinal principle of international law – in preventing impunity. While the exercise of universal jurisdiction was meant to ensure that the perpetrators of heinous crimes did not go unpunished, the principle continued to be controversial because it allowed States to claim criminal jurisdiction over an accused person irrespective of where the alleged crime had been committed and of the accused person’s nationality. Universal jurisdiction should be exercised in good faith and in accordance with other principles of international law, including State sovereignty and the immunity of State officials.

52. The primary responsibility for investigating and prosecuting serious crimes lay with the State that had territorial jurisdiction. Universal jurisdiction should be a complementary mechanism and should be used only as a last resort to ensure that perpetrators could be held accountable where the territorial State was unable or unwilling to exercise its jurisdiction. If cooperation with the State where a crime had been committed was possible, especially through agreements on extradition or mutual legal assistance, universal jurisdiction must not be used prematurely.

53. The working group should continue its efforts to clarify the definition, scope and application of the principle of universal jurisdiction in order to prevent its misuse to settle political scores and in order to address the concerns of many Member States, including African States, which respected the principle but were troubled by the uncertainty surrounding its scope and the possibility of bias in its application. Given the technical nature of the subject matter, it would be useful if the International Law Commission could contribute to the discussion.

54. **Archbishop Auza** (Observer for the Holy See) said that his delegation was grateful to the Committee for the important work it was doing to further the cause of justice and prevent impunity. Genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity most often affected those living at the margins of society, such as the poor and ethnic or religious minorities, and the international community had a shared responsibility to act on their behalf. Naturally, the scope of universal jurisdiction should extend to threats or attempts to commit war crimes and crimes against humanity, particularly when they forced the massive displacement of migrants and refugees.

55. The establishment of universally agreed jurisdictional norms that would ensure that the worst violations of fundamental human rights were investigated and prosecuted and the perpetrators
punished was a laudable goal. Nevertheless, it was important to find the right balance between the duty to ensure that those responsible for the most serious crimes were held accountable and the need to respect the sovereign equality of States, the principle of non-interference in their internal affairs and the immunity of State officials. Any set of norms developed should be consistent with fundamental principles of criminal justice, including those of *nullum crimen, nulla poena sine lege*, due process, presumption of innocence and non-refoulement. Such norms should also be firmly rooted in subsidiarity: to the extent that the territorial State or the State of nationality of the alleged perpetrator was willing and able to prosecute, the community of nations should defer to it. Moreover, a State wishing to exercise universal jurisdiction should have some concrete link to the facts or to the parties in the case, such as the presence of the accused or of the victims in its territory. Universal jurisdiction should not be used as a means of justifying prosecutions in absentia or “forum shopping”. Particular attention should be given to the procedural conditions that must be met in order to set aside the jurisdictional immunities of public officials. In addition, mechanisms should be developed to ensure that the exercise of universal jurisdiction did not generate inter-State conflict.

56. His delegation supported further work by the Committee on the topic, including through the working group, with a view to creating a rules-based system for the application of universal jurisdiction. A starting point for that work might be a review of national laws and practice with a view to identifying the crimes generally subject to prosecution at the national level on the basis of universal jurisdiction; determining what conditions, if any, had to be met under national laws for the application of universal jurisdiction in respect of such crimes; and examining any instances in which universal jurisdiction had been the basis for the prosecution of crimes in Member States. His delegation also supported the decision by the International Law Commission to include the topic in its long-term programme of work. The Commission’s work on the draft articles on crimes against humanity and on the immunity of State officials from foreign criminal jurisdiction might make a useful contribution to the work on universal jurisdiction.

57. *Mr. Harland* (Observer for the International Committee of the Red Cross) said that universal jurisdiction was one of the key tools for ensuring that serious violations of international humanitarian law were prevented or, when they did occur, investigated and prosecuted. The Geneva Conventions of 1949 and Additional Protocol I thereto stipulated that States parties had an obligation to search for persons alleged to have committed acts defined therein as grave breaches, regardless of their nationality, and to either prosecute or extradite them. Other international instruments, such as the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, placed a similar obligation on States parties to vest in their courts some form of universal jurisdiction over serious violations of the rules set out therein. In addition, State practice and *opinio juris* had helped to consolidate a customary rule whereby States had the right to exercise universal jurisdiction over serious violations of international humanitarian law.

58. States had the primary responsibility for investigating and prosecuting alleged perpetrators of serious violations of international humanitarian law. When States with jurisdictional links to the crime failed to do so, however, the exercise of universal jurisdiction by other States could serve as an effective mechanism to ensure accountability and prevent impunity. ICRC had now identified 117 States that had established some form of universal jurisdiction over serious violations of international humanitarian law. There had been a steady increase in the number of prosecutions by such States; in 2017, investigations had been launched in over 20 cases involving such violations, and a number of judgments had been delivered, which demonstrated that States were using universal jurisdiction effectively to address impunity gaps; it also sent an important message to victims that accountability was not just an aspirational goal.

59. ICRC continued to promote the prevention and punishment of serious violations of international humanitarian law by supporting States in strengthening their national criminal law and in establishing universal jurisdiction over such violations, including through the production of practical tools and technical documents. ICRC encouraged States to ensure that any conditions they attached to the application of universal jurisdiction were aimed at increasing its effectiveness and predictability and that they did not unnecessarily restrict the possibility of bringing suspected offenders to justice.

**Agenda item 147: Administration of justice at the United Nations** *(A/73/167, A/73/217, A/73/217/Add.1 and A/73/218)*

60. *The Chair*, recalling that, at its 3rd meeting, the General Assembly had referred the current agenda item to both the Fifth and Sixth Committees, said that in paragraph 37 of its resolution 72/256 the Assembly had invited the Sixth Committee to consider the legal aspects of the report to be submitted by the Secretary-General, without prejudice to the role of the Fifth
Committee as the Main Committee entrusted with responsibility for administrative and budgetary matters.

61. Mr. Jaime Calderón (El Salvador), speaking on behalf of the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC), said that the Community was satisfied with the progress made since the inception of the new administration of justice system at the United Nations, which had helped to improve labour relations and work performance in the Organization. CELAC continued to support measures to protect the human rights of United Nations personnel in conformity with internationally agreed standards, as well as all measures designed to help the United Nations to become a better employer and to attract and retain the best staff members. CELAC was mindful of the important role that the Committee had played in making the administration of justice system fully operational by drafting the statutes and the amendments thereto of both the United Nations Dispute Tribunal and the United Nations Appeals Tribunal, and would continue contributing its legal expertise for the resolution of all outstanding issues, such as those relating to the independent evaluation of the system, access to the justice system for persons with disabilities, gender equality and other dispute resolution measures.

62. CELAC invited Committee members to review the recommendations and proposals contained in the Secretary-General’s report (A/73/217 and A/73/217/Add.1), bearing in mind the principles of independence, transparency, professionalism, decentralization, legality and due process that should underpin the debate on the administration of justice at the United Nations. The Community reaffirmed its support for the work of the Office of Staff Legal Assistance and noted with satisfaction its visits to subregional offices to provide information about the internal justice system. The Internal Justice Council played an important role in ensuring independence, professionalism and accountability in the administration of justice system; it should continue to provide its views on the implementation of that system, within the purview of its mandate as established in paragraph 37 of General Assembly resolution 62/228. CELAC took note of the Council’s report (A/73/218) and urged prompt implementation of the recommendations contained therein.

63. CELAC acknowledged the contribution of the Dispute and Appeals Tribunals to the administration of justice in the Organization. It stood ready to explore new ways to improve the use of informal mechanisms, such as mediation, and called for proper geographical and gender distribution in the designation of judges and staff. It stressed the importance of the Management Evaluation Unit, which provided the Administration with the opportunity to prevent unnecessary litigation before the Tribunals.

64. With regard to the report on the activities of the Office of the United Nations Ombudsman and Mediation Services (A/73/167), CELAC remained of the view that more should be done to promote a culture of trust and conflict prevention throughout the Organization and to encourage the informal resolution of disputes. Accordingly, CELAC reiterated its request that the Secretary-General ensure not only that the structure of the Office reflected its responsibility for oversight, but also that it had the support needed to perform its work of strengthening due process in decision-making and ensuring accountability and transparency.

65. The Sixth Committee should continue to cooperate with the Fifth Committee to ensure an appropriate division of labour and avoid overlaps in their work on the topic.

66. Mr. Jaiteh (Gambia), speaking on behalf of the Group of African States, said that the Group was pleased to note that the Organization had a functioning administration of justice system predicated on transparency and the rule of law and was encouraged by its positive impact on staff. The Sixth Committee had made a valuable contribution to enhancing the system’s functionality and should continue to be attentive to any concerns raised. Member States should support the system through the provision of adequate resources, bearing in mind that its aim was to improve performance, foster favourable working conditions, provide security and ensure justice for the benefit of all. The Group attached great importance to the protection of the human rights of staff members of the United Nations.

67. The Office of Staff Legal Assistance performed a vital task through its provision of representation, advice and other legal services to staff. The Group noted with satisfaction that the Office had conducted visits to subregional offices to inform managers and staff about the internal justice system. The Group recognized the work of the United Nations Dispute Tribunal and the United Nations Appeals Tribunal and noted with appreciation the gender parity in their current composition. It called for equal gender, race and regional representation throughout the administration of justice system.

68. The Group wished to highlight the importance of the work of the Management Evaluation Unit, which helped to prevent unnecessary litigation before the Tribunals. With regard to the work of the Office of the
The informal resolution of disputes was a crucial element of the administration of justice system and should be used whenever possible in order to avoid costly and unnecessary litigation. The European Union welcomed the activities of the Office of the United Nations Ombudsman and Mediation Services in that regard and supported its efforts to promote informal conflict resolution, outreach activities and capacity-building for managers. While noting the increase in the number of cases opened by the Office in 2017, the European Union welcomed the decline in the number of cases concerning evaluative relationships and the high rate of resolution of mediated cases. With regard to the root causes of conflict, particular attention should be paid to the opportunities identified in the report on the Office’s activities (A/73/167) with respect to causes related to performance management and accountability, quality of service and reform implementation. The European Union noted the concerns expressed by the Ombudsman in the context of the first United Nations Staff Engagement Survey, held in 2017, and applauded the Secretary-General’s efforts to promote full mental health and well-being among staff.

71. The European Union noted the significant rise in the number of management evaluation requests submitted to the Management Evaluation Unit in 2017, particularly in relation to the implementation of a unified salary scale and changes to the post adjustment for several duty stations, and commended the Unit for having disposed of more than 91 per cent of those requests by the end of the year. It considered the number of administrative decisions appealed to the United Nations Dispute Tribunal to be acceptable in comparison with the sizeable number of decisions upheld by the Unit during the year. At the same time, it noted that, while the number of new cases submitted to the Dispute Tribunal had stabilized, the number of cases disposed of had declined significantly in comparison with 2016, while the number of applications pending had increased. It also noted the substantial decrease in the number of cases received by the Appeals Tribunal in 2017. The European Union appreciated the work of the Office of Staff Legal Assistance in raising awareness of the internal justice system and in providing legal guidance and representation to staff, thus helping to avoid conflicts and misunderstandings.

72. The Secretary-General was to be commended for developing an outreach strategy and for undertaking a comprehensive review of the Organization’s regulatory framework. Concerning the Secretary-General’s proposal to establish three new permanent judicial positions in the Dispute Tribunal, his delegation wondered whether the transformation of temporary posts into permanent posts might prove inexpedient if the Tribunal’s caseload continued to decline. The European Union continued to favour a differentiated system for the legal protection of non-staff personnel that would provide an adequate, effective and appropriate remedy. In the interests of promoting non-judicial approaches whenever possible, the Organization should always respond to the concerns of such personnel and, where appropriate, propose possible remedies. In that connection, the European Union noted the Secretary-General’s proposal to initiate a pilot project that would offer access to informal dispute-resolution services to non-staff personnel. It could also support the Secretary-General’s recommendations concerning the actions to be taken by the General Assembly with regard to the amendment to article 7 of the rules of procedure of the Appeals Tribunal and the responsibilities of the Secretary-General, as the chief administrative officer of the Organization, in the internal justice system, and took note of the
recommendations set out in the report of the Internal Justice Council (A/73/218).

73. Mr. Scott-Kemmis (Australia), speaking also on behalf of Canada and New Zealand, said that the impartial, fair and effective administration of justice was essential to the success of the United Nations, as it enabled staff to perform to the best of their abilities and helped the Organization to attract and retain global talent and uphold its ideals. The administration of justice system should reflect the core principles of justice and the rule of law, together with the principles of due process, transparency and judicial independence. The three delegations welcomed the continuing efforts to develop and improve the system and supported the recommendation put forward by the Internal Justice Council in its report (A/73/218) that the Secretary-General should further strengthen capacity within the United Nations to investigate claims of sexual harassment and to implement fair and efficient procedures to address complaints. Reporting, protection and support procedures must demonstrate, in practice, that the Organization was serious about eradicating and preventing sexual harassment. The three delegations also saw merit in the Internal Justice Council’s recommendations for promoting judicial and operational efficiency, in particular encouraging a more active approach to judicial case management, in order to address the backlog of cases before the Dispute Tribunal.

74. Australia, Canada and New Zealand thanked the Secretary-General for his comprehensive analysis of the remedies available to non-staff personnel and supported his proposal for a pilot project to offer such personnel access to informal dispute-resolution services as part of the mandate of the Office of the United Nations Ombudsman and Mediation Services. That initiative would be a useful way of gathering more information about the number and types of grievances of non-staff personnel. The administration of justice system was integral to the achievement of meaningful reform within the Organization, and the Secretary-General’s management reform agenda should therefore be aligned with the efforts to strengthen the administration of justice. The reforms should ensure strong and accountable leadership and should include the implementation of human resources management policies and processes supported by an effective performance management system that would recognize good performance, address underperformance appropriately and hold all staff to account for their actions. The reforms should also include anti-corruption and anti-fraud policies and policies to protect whistle-blowers from retaliation.

75. Mr. Kemble (Netherlands) said that, although there was room for further improvement in the administration of justice system, his delegation was satisfied with the way in which it was operating. The importance of a functional informal system designed to prevent and resolve workplace-related conflicts and promote workplace harmony could not be emphasized enough. In that connection, his delegation wished to commend the Office of the United Nations Ombudsman and Mediation Services for its work during the reporting period. It was pleased to note that the Secretary-General was implementing many of the Ombudsman’s recommendations aimed at changing the culture of the Organization.

76. His delegation was also pleased to note that a revised policy on protection against retaliation (ST/SGB/2017/2/Rev.1) had come into effect in November 2017. However, the policy provided that a staff member who complained of misconduct, including sexual harassment, could be reassigned or placed on paid leave. Such action was presented as a protective measure, but it could be perceived as de facto punishment for reporting misconduct. His delegation urged the Secretary-General to consider other protective measures, such as reassigning the person being investigated or placing that person on leave.

77. According to the Secretary-General’s report (A/73/217), there had been no findings of gross negligence by managers in a decision leading to litigation and subsequent financial loss. However, the report also indicated that the United Nations Dispute Tribunal had made three referrals for accountability. His delegation would be grateful for clarification of that apparent contradiction. It appreciated the Secretary-General’s proposal for a pilot project that would offer access to informal dispute-resolution services for non-staff personnel; however, the proposal fell short of what his delegation would have expected. It did not see any valid reason to deny access to the wider system of administration of justice for non-staff personnel.

78. Lastly, his delegation noted with concern that the Dispute Tribunal had rendered verdicts in only 100 cases in 2017, which had resulted in a backlog of cases. Moreover, while the judges in Geneva and Nairobi had rendered 35 and 46 verdicts, respectively, the judges in New York had rendered only 19. Information on the reasons for the backlog and on how it would be addressed would be welcome.

79. Mr. Rittener (Switzerland) said that his delegation welcomed the ongoing efforts to enhance the effectiveness of the administration of justice at the United Nations, to streamline and simplify the
Organization’s human resources regulatory framework and to establish clear rules on the delegation of authority and the accountability of managers. His delegation also welcomed the efforts to strengthen the policy on protection against retaliation and noted the promulgation in November 2017 of a revised Secretary-General’s bulletin on the matter (ST/SGB/2017/2/Rev.1) that was subject to continuous review. Effective protection against retaliation was an indispensable attribute of a fair and effective internal justice system.

80. His delegation supported the Secretary-General’s proposal to initiate a pilot project that would offer non-staff personnel access to informal dispute-resolution services. The project represented a good first step towards improving the situation of such personnel but was not sufficient to ensure a fair and effective internal justice system for all personnel. Most categories of non-staff personnel remained without access to a judicial dispute-resolution mechanism. For those who had recourse to arbitration, there was no guarantee that they could participate in arbitration proceedings on an equal footing with staff. Moreover, initiating such proceedings against the United Nations was a daunting and potentially costly undertaking. The current United Nations reform process afforded an excellent opportunity to propose solutions that would ensure a fair and effective judicial dispute-resolution mechanism for all non-staff personnel. The Secretary-General should propose possible options for such a mechanism in his next report.

81. Ms. Jabar (Malaysia) said that there were still many challenges to be addressed in order to ensure that the various components of the administration of justice system could effectively perform their roles. The implementation of an independent, transparent, professionalized, adequately resourced and decentralized system was important to ensure fair treatment in matters arising from disputes between staff members and the administration of the United Nations. While her delegation supported efforts to enhance the effectiveness of the administration of justice system, it was of the view that, where recommendations had financial implications, any action taken to implement them must be in strict compliance with the relevant procedures in order to ensure optimum utilization of resources and avoid unnecessary contributions by Member States.

82. Ms. Pierce (United States of America) said that her delegation supported the Secretary-General’s recommendations for bringing the structure of the United Nations Dispute Tribunal more into line with the Tribunal’s statute and encouraged the Fifth Committee to consider those recommendations. Her delegation was pleased to see that the policy on protection against retaliation had been further revised; it noted, however, the view of the Internal Justice Council that there were still gaps in protection. More detailed information about those gaps would be welcome. Her delegation joined the Council in encouraging the Secretary-General to strengthen his efforts to improve the Organization’s response to allegations of sexual harassment in the workplace. It welcomed the efforts of the Office of the Ombudsman and Mediation Services to promote a culture in which all staff were treated with more civility and dignity.

83. The significant drop in the number of judgments issued by the Dispute Tribunal was troubling. Her delegation would welcome practical proposals for improving the Tribunal’s efficiency, including measures such as monitoring by the General Assembly or the Internal Justice Council, case management conferences, case disposal plans and enforcement of the code of conduct for the judges of the Tribunals. The efforts to improve the transparency of the administration of justice system, including through outreach and website redesign, were welcome. However, there was additional work to do with regard to publicizing the workings of the system. In particular, judicial directives should be published or otherwise made available online so that staff could better understand how the Tribunals were carrying out administrative justice. With respect to the independence of the Tribunals, her delegation was not convinced of the usefulness of the Internal Justice Council’s recommendation regarding the relocation of the Dispute Tribunal and would welcome further information in that regard. It noted that the recommendation concerning the salary scale for judges was aimed at addressing issues of conflict of interest and would favour further consideration of those issues, and of possible options for addressing them, at future sessions. Her delegation had no objection to the proposed amendments to the statute of the Appeals Tribunal.

84. Her delegation noted the increased workload of the Office of Staff Legal Assistance, which carried out critical work in representing staff, and was of the view that the Fifth Committee should consider the recommendation to regularize the voluntary supplemental funding mechanism for the Office. It welcomed the recommendation for a pilot project that would give non-staff personnel access to the informal dispute-resolution system.

85. Ms. Fierro (Mexico), noting that respect for workers’ rights had long been a concern of her Government, said that the administration of justice at
the United Nations should be guided by the principles of legality and due process, independence, transparency, professionalism and decentralization. It was important to identify and acknowledge the main causes of work-related disputes within the Organization, such as contradictions in policies, systems or structures. Likewise, it was necessary to scrutinize the institutional culture and institutional policies to ensure they were compatible with the labour rights of staff.

86. Non-staff personnel, who made up a growing proportion of the Organization’s human resources, played a valuable role in fulfilling the mandate that the international community had entrusted to the United Nations. Unfortunately, despite the efforts undertaken, there continued to be marked differences in access to justice for staff and non-staff personnel. The necessary changes should be introduced to ensure effective access to justice for consultants, contractors and other non-staff personnel. Her delegation welcomed as a first step the Secretary-General’s pilot project to offer such personnel access to informal dispute-resolution services and would strive to ensure that it was implemented through the resolution to be adopted on the administration of justice at the current session.

87. Many staff members remained unaware of the resources at their disposal to ensure that their rights were respected. That lack of awareness was even more pronounced in the case of non-staff personnel, who most commonly turned to the domestic courts in the country in which they worked. Indeed, in Mexico there were currently 18 work-related lawsuits against various organizations of the United Nations system pending before the domestic courts. All had been brought by non-staff personnel. The jurisdictional immunity enjoyed by the Organization in Mexico was an impediment to such lawsuits, however. Her delegation urged the Organization to redouble its efforts to make personnel aware of the internal mechanisms available to them for the resolution of work-related disputes.

88. Her delegation noted the recommendations put forward by the Secretary-General in his report (A/73/217 and A/73/217/Add.1) and appreciated the willingness of the Office of Administration of Justice to address the concerns of Member States. It also appreciated the efforts undertaken to enhance the internal justice system, including through mediation and other informal measures that could promote harmony in the workplace and facilitate the early identification and resolution of problems before they escalated into formal disputes or resulted in the filing of lawsuits in domestic courts. Access to justice was one of the most fundamental human rights that the Organization actively promoted. It was therefore essential to ensure access to justice for personnel who, though not considered members of the Organization’s staff, played a central role in supporting the implementation of its programmes.

The meeting rose at 12.50 p.m.